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Mistake #1: 
The Bar is Awkward & 
Uncomfortable

Bar design is more science than art.  We work with a standardized 

spacing and dimensioning of  a bar, designed for maximum guest 

comfort, service, and utility of  plumbing and equipment.  The overhang 

of  the bars should be designed so that your knees don’t touch the wall 

of  the bar while seated at a stool. However, a bartender should still be 

able to comfortably serve you a drink without too much reach. 

If  planning out your bar --- PLEASE --- make sure there is enough 

room for someone’s knees to tuck under the bar overhang so they can 

comfortably eat and drink.

METAL BAR TOP AND GRANDMA GREEN TILED BAR AT 101 
IN MARYLAND.
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 While this is more applicable to full service restaurants, table 

sizing (though standard) can widely differ from a coffee shop, to a fast 

food restaurant, to an upscale restaurant and bar.  If  you’re serving a 

small plates menu, you’ll need a larger standard 2 top table to accom-

modate all the dishes, contrasted with a burger restaurant where a 

smaller 2 top will do the trick, allowing you to pack in more tables.

Nothing can kill the service experience faster than not having enough 

room at the table for all dishes. Restaurants with multiple small plates 

and courses will require more table touches by staff, servers, and food 

runners which factors into your overall labor costs as well.

LEFT: 101 BUTCHER BLOCK TABLES AT 101 IN MARYLAND.

TOP: MEOKJA MEOKJA KOREAN BBQ IN VIRGINIA.

Mistake #2: 
Table Sizes Aren’t Coordinated with 
Dish Sizes
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Good signage costs good money. 

It’s an ESSENTIAL part of  your 

restaurant and sharing your 

brand with passersby. Though we 

are interior designers by trade, 

if  you had very little money 

to spend on your restaurant 

construction, we’d recommend 

most of  it go to your signage for 

maximum impact.  

Need help with understanding 

budgets? Visit our Toolkit at our 

website: 

www.RestaurantDesignCo.com/toolkit

Mistake #3: 
There’s No 
Budget for 
Signage

TOP: JERRELL’S BETR BRGR IN SOHO, NEW YORK

LEFT: MEOKJA MEOKJA KOREAN BBQ IN VIRGINIA

RIGHT: CEREMONY COFFEE IN WASHINGTON D.C.
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Mistake #4: 
You Change Equipment 
Specifications at the Last Minute.

Equipment selection happens right after the planning phase. Architects 

and Engineers will coordinate specific model numbers into their 

drawings to tell the contractor (and permit office) where and what 

kind of  power, plumbing, and exhaust will be required. If  a piece of  

equipment is “swapped out” or “moved” at the last minute, the utilities 

will ALSO need to be coordinated and updated. Otherwise - you may 

have a piece of  equipment that has no access to power - or worse - a 

gas line.   Beware changing equipment after electrical, plumbing, and 

HVAC have been completed.

LEFT: VARIA IN VIRGINIA
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I’ve heard many of  my clients say, “My customers like choices”.  

WRONG. Your customers need to be told what the highlighted & fea-

tured menu items are.  

In fact the “choices” that people want to have, are actually not choices 

at all. Don’t let “customer choice” get confused with rules which are 

mostly dietary preference + restrictions..  Within this in mind, the goal 

is to not have everything every which way with maximum combinations 

of  choices. 

Instead, a successful menu will isolate distinct categories (IE - “For the 

Adventurous”, or “Something Lighter”) to appeal to your target guest’s 

different moods, with enough of  a variety to keep people coming back.

LEFT: PURE RAW JUICE BOWLS IN MARYLAN

TOP: PURE RAW JUICE EDUCATIONAL SIGNAGE

Mistake #5
Your Menu is Too Long + Confusing
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About the Restaurant 
Design Company

Contact David:

• Restaurant Consulting
• Concept Development
• Interior Design

david@restaurantdesignco.com

We help our clients create food and beverage concepts 

through tools, consulting, and design.

We work with an array of  diverse chefs, bartenders, entre-

preneurs, restaurateurs, and owners to draw out what makes 

their restaurant business different—helping to craft a unique 

aesthetic while outlining the fundamental principles that sup-

port a restaurant’s success.


